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1 Glossary 
LU London Underground  

NR Network Rail 

S&C Switches and Crossings 

P&C Points and Crossings 

053 Inspection and repair to reduce the risk of derailment at switches 

0132 Maintenance arc welding of rails, switches and crossings 

 

2 Introduction 

2.1 Problem 
London Underground (LU) proposes to use the Network Rail (NR) track inspection standard 

NR/L2/TRK/0053 (Network Rail 053, 2008), referred to as 053, as an inspection standard and the 

appropriate NR track repair standard NR/L2/TRK/0132 (Network Rail 0132, 2008), referred to as 

0132. Allowing LU to use NR standards and repair techniques offers potential savings by adoption of 

standard practice and procedure, used in the wider rail network. 

2.2 Aim and Scope 
This document supports the approval of the following gauges: 

1. Switch Radius Gauge (Pac Man) 

2. Switch Wear gauge (gauge 1 and gauge 2) 

3. S&C maintenance gauge 

4. NR4 stepped sidewear gauge 

All of these gauges are already used on Network Rail and used in conjunction with NR/L2/TRK/0053.  

This support document shall consider the function of each gauge and consider whether it is suitable 

for use on LU infrastructure. It shall cover similarities and differences in track and wheel profiles 

between LU and NR and compare the standard measurements. 

3 Differences Between LU and NR 
In order to understand the suitability of these gauges for use on LU it is important to understand any 

differences that exist between the NR and LU’s infrastructure. The critical area to compare is at the 

wheel-rail interface, which requires comparing the rail profiles and wheel profiles used by NR and 

LU. 

It is also worth considering that there is already inter running of LU rolling stock on NR track and vice 

versa, i.e. North of Queen’s Park on the Bakerloo line, the 72TS run on NR maintained track and 

mainline, Class 165 Turbos run on the north end of the LU maintained Metropolitan railway. 

3.1 Track 
NR use a variety of rail types; bullhead 95lb and 00 (97½ lb) and flat bottom 109lb, 110A and 113A 

types, designed to a nominal gauge of 4’-8½” (1435mm). For vertically designed S&C in 113A flat 



bottom designs and 113A/UIC 54B, and some early UIC 60 layouts, are designed to a gauge of 

1432mm. 

There are a number of different designs for points and crossing on NR in use (Cope & Ellis, 2005). 

They are: 

1. Bullhead inclined design, in 95lb rail section, to SRE and RE/PW drawings [now obsolete]. 

2. Bullhead inclined design, in 00 (97½lb) rail section to former GWR designs [design now 

obsolete]. 

3. Flat bottom inclined design, in 109lb, 110A or 113A rail sections, to RE/PW drawings [design 

now obsolete]. 

4. Flat bottom vertical design to imperial standards in 110A or 113A rail sections, to RE/PW 

drawings. 

5. Flat bottom vertical design to metric standards, in 110A or 113A rail sections, to RE/PW 

drawings [current design]. 

6. Flat bottom vertical shallow depth designs using 113A FB stock rails and UIC 54B switch rails. 

7. Flat bottom inclined shallow depth designs using 60 E 1 and 60 E 1 A 1 or 60 E 1 D rail 

sections, known as RT 60 design, produced for use in tracks carrying high speed/high annual 

tonnages. A prototype installation using UIC 60 and UIC 60B rail sections (which are very 

similar to 60 E 1 and 60 E 1 A 1 rail sections). 

LU use the following type of switches (Galligan, 2009/10): 

1. Bullhead inclined, straight planing, undercut design, in 95lb. 

2. Bullhead inclined, straight planing, straightcut design, in 95lb. 

3. Bullhead inclined, curved planing, straightcut design, in 95lb. 

4. Flat bottom vertical, chamfered, shallow depth switches, using 113A stock rails and UIC 54B 

switch rails. 

5. Flat bottom vertical, chamfered, full depth switches in 113A. 

The NR standard 053 (Network Rail 053, 2008),which governs the applicability of the Switch Radius 

Gauge (Pac Man), Switch Wear Gauge and S&C Maintenance Gauge states that “the specification 

applies to all switches in Network Rail’s permanent way that may at any time or circumstance be 

used in a facing direction (except as noted below)... The principles of this specification [and therefore 

associated gauges] shall be applied to all types of switch machining in both bullhead and flat bottom 

rail sections. The switch wear gauge may only be used on chamfered and undercut switches.” 

3.2 Standard wheel profiles 
The gauges serve two purposes the first is to measure rail wear on the stock and switch rails, the 

second is to simulate a passing wheel. If LU is to adopt the NR gauges it is important to understand 

any differences between the standard wheel profiles. 

The NR standard wheel profile is P8. See Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1 – NR standard P8 profile 

LU has two standard wheel profile shapes, LT3 and LT5 shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4
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Figure 2 – LT3 wheel profile 

 

Figure 3 – LT3 wheel profile 
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Figure 4 – LT5 wheel profile 

LU stocks with LT5 wheel profiles are: 96TS; 92TS; 09TS; and S-stock. All other stocks have LT3 

profiles. 

The LU wheel profiles do have some variance in design from NR. Comparing the variables for the 

wheels 

Parameter	 P8	 LT3	 LT5	

1	–	flange/tread	
tightest	radius	

13mm	 12mm	 14.4mm	

2	–	reference	height	
tread	to	flange	(Sh)	

30mm	 28.7mm	 28.7mm	

3	–	flange	angle	 68		 69		13’	 68		
4	–	distance	from	the	
back	of	the	wheel	to	
tightest	radius	

41mm	 37.9mm	 39.70mm	
	

Table 1 – key flange parameters 

Adrian Morris, Principal Rolling Stock Engineer, has agreed that the different wheel profiles used by 

NR and LU are not sufficiently different that gauges cannot to be cross accepted (based on wheel 

profile).  

Empirically, to strengthen the argument for cross acceptance, the 72TS with LT3 wheel profiles, runs 

on NR maintained track from Queen’s Park to Harrow & Wealdstone (12.3km) at max line speed of 

1 
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4 



45mph with a variety of wheel profiles.  Figure 5 (Vickerstaff, 2010) shows the variance of 72TS 

wheel profiles due to wear. 

 

Figure 5 – 72TS Wheel profile variance for Sh and Sd 

The red box around the data in Figure 5 represents the standard wheel profile tolerances. This 

shows that there is a spread of up to 8mm difference in Sd wear and 9mm difference in the Sh wear. 

This shows that there is a bigger spread of data within the LT3 wheel profile range than between the 

P8 and LT3 new wheel profiles. 

3.3 Conclusion 
053 inspection standard states that the gauges are applicable to all track types for NR, and all of the 

LU track types and are standard to NR.  Although there are slight differences between LU and NR 

wheel profiles this will not present a problem. This is already evidenced by the inter running of LU 

fleets on NR maintained track.  
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4 Gauge Function 
This section shall examine the uses of the different gauges and any restrictions. 

4.1 Switch Radius Gauge (Pac Man) 

4.1.1 Function  

This gauge is defined in the NR standard NR/L2/TRK/0053, section 8.5, “... used to indentify the 

profile of the gauge corner of the switch rails manufactured from Mill Heat Treated (MHT) or 

Austenitic Manganese Steel (AMS)”. It has the NR number RE/PW/430, part number 57/075501. 

 

Figure 6 – Switch radius gauge (Pac Man) 

It is used to identify pronounced edge or faceted surfaces at the gauge corner. If the gauge corner is 

allowed to become too angular it can cut into the wheel flange, allowing the wheel flange to climb 

the switch rail, leading to derailment.  This gauge is only used to assess derailment hazard 5 of the 

053 inspection, which is only applicable to MHT or AMS rail steels (it is also the only gauge during 

the inspection that is used when the switch is in the open position).  Hardened rail steels tend to 

wear to a sharp contact point rather than showing wear typical to sidewear. 

Figure 7 is taken from 053 (Network Rail 053, 2008). A technical drawing is attached in the Appendix 



 

Figure 7 – Pac Man radius gauge taken from NR/L2/TRK/0053 

4.1.2 Suitability for LU 

The Switch Radius Gauge is used to assess the sharpness of the gauge corner of the switch rail 

following an initial visual inspection. It should be used in accordance with 053 and will require staff 

to be trained to 053 standards, or, suitable training must be provided by LU, to ensure that 

inspection staff are qualified to use the gauge. 

4.2 Switch Wear Gauge 

4.2.1 Function 

The switch wear gauge has two functions for two separate derailment hazards.  The gauge itself is 

made up of two gauges (gauge 1 and gauge 2) and is used to assess head wear and damage limits for 

hazards 3 and 4.  The two separate parts of the gauge are only to be used on chamfered and 

undercut switches (all other switch types shall be assessed using a wheel profile gauge) and must be 

used along with a metric stepped gauge to allow hogging to be taken into account. 

 



 

Figure 8 – Switch wear gauge drawing 

4.2.2 Gauge 1 of the Switch Wear Gauge 

This gauge is defined in the NR standard NR/L2/TRK/0053, section 8.3, “Gauge 1: To identify the 
relationship between the running surface of the stock rail and the top surface of the switch 
rail at a specified position back from the switch tip”. It has the NR number RE/PW/431, part 
number 57/075502 
 

 

Figure 9 – Sketch of gauge 1 in use. 



 

Gauge 1 is used for assessing derailment hazard 3 – Stock rail headwear associated with a less head 

worn switch rail.  It is measured at a critical measurement on to the switch rail, where past this point 

first contact is made between the wheel and the rail which is nominally 40mm on to the tip.  The 

gauge should pass directly over the switch rail where the head depth of the stock rail is within safe 

limits.  If the gauge makes contact with the switch rail at this point, it alerts the inspector that the 

limits of headwear have been exceeded and therefore the initial contact point has changed 

significantly.  This significant change is enough that the tip now presents a high risk of being struck 

and damaged by the wheel therefore creating the derailment hazard.  To allow this gauge to be 

accurate, hogging should be measured and applied using the metric stepped gauge (after measuring 

any hogging, place the step gauge on top of the stock rail and place the switch wear gauge on it at 

the same step). 

4.2.3 Gauge 2 of the Switch Wear gauge 

 

This gauge is defined in the NR standard NR/L2/TRK/0053, section 8.3, “Gauge 2: to identify whether 

the depth of any damage or chipping of the running surface to the switch is safe or otherwise”. It has 

the NR number RE/PW/431, part number 57/075502. 



 

Figure 10 – Gauge 2 measuring switch wear 

If the switch is damaged at the toe, or anywhere within 2000mm (when switches are of the 

obsolescent inclined design manufactured from 95RBH, 109A, 110A, 113A rail, or CEN56 (113A) 

vertical design (full depth and shallow depth switches)) or 4000mm (if RT60 or NR60) of the toe 

where a wheel flange can strike the damaged switch rail, the wheel flanges can wear a ramp which 

wheels might climb. It may be used in conjunction with the Metric step gauge to compensate for 

switch toe lift and hogging. 

4.2.4 Suitability for LU 

There are two concerns with the gauge: 

1. Figure 11, shows a switch wear gauge, with gauges 1 and 2 at the measuring end. There is 

not enough space in the gauge handle to allow the negative conductor rail or conductor rail 

splays to pass underneath. If this gauge is to be universally approved modifications shall be 

required to the handle, otherwise it shall be limited to P&C areas where the negative 

conductor rail does not inhibit gauge performance.  

H 



 

Figure 11 – Gauge 2 manufactured by Abtus Limited 

2. The switch wear gauge may only be used on chamfered and undercut switches. 

With a new set of P8 profiles wheels the reference tread height to  bottom of the flange is 30mm, 

for LU wheel profiles (LT3 and LT5) the reference height is 28.7mm or 1.3mm smaller than P8. This is 

on a brand new set of wheels and the flange heights will grow as wheels wear, therefore increasing 

the depth that the switch needs to wear to cause a derailment. The height, denoted by H in Figure 

10, is 19.1mm, which means that the LT3 and LT5 wheel flange is still 9.6mm lower than the bottom 

of gauge 2. 



4.3 S&C Maintenance Gauge 

4.3.1 Function 

 

Figure 12 – S&C maintenance gauge from NR/L2/TRK/0053 

This is a multiple purpose gauge used to measure five elements: 

1.  

a. The minimum flangeway gap at the check entry 

b. The switch rail radius 

2. The maximum and minimum switch openings and the maximum wear on check rails 

3. The minimum flangeway in switches 

4. The flangeway clearances for check rails 

For use on NR rail sections: 95lbs  RBS BH; ‘00’ BH; 98lb FB; 109lb FB; 110A FB; 113A FB; 113A FB 

stock rail with UIC 54B switch rail.  

It is not to be used on 85lb BH rail section; RT60 S&C designs; or U33 C1 check rails. 

It is to be noted that during the 053 inspection, the only part of the S&C maintenance gauge that will 

be used is the switch radius gauge (outlined in 4.1 of this document) 
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4.3.2 Suitability for LU 

If this gauge is to be used outside of the 053 inspection, consideration must now be given to the 

suitability of each measuring face. 

4.3.2.1  The Minimum Flangeway Gap at the Check Entry & Switch Rail Radius 

Figure 13 shows the flangeway tolerances in LU standard 1-159. 

 

Figure 13 – Maintenance tolerance for check rail (page 91) 

The gauge measures the minimum check entry of 75mm, which is the dimension noted in Figure 13 

for FB checked entry. The gauge should not be used to measure the check entry into a BH check.  

The switch rail radius gauge is as in section 4.1. 

4.3.2.2 The Maximum and Minimum Switch Openings and The Maximum Wear On Check 

Rails 

Figure 14 show the minimum switch toe opening in LU standard 1-159. It does not have a maximum 

value. 



 

Figure 14 – The minimum switch toe opening 

LU does not have check rail wear limit as this is measured indirectly through the flangeway gap. 

The S&C Maintenance Gauge does not cover this measurement.  

The recommendation would be not to use side 2.  

4.3.2.3 The Minimum Flangeway In Switches 

Figure 15 shows the standard minimum flangeway, taken from LU standard 1-159. 

 

Figure 15 – Maintenance tolerance for switch flangeway gap (page 102) 

The S&C Maintenance gauge has a minimum flangeway of 50mm, which is the same as LU’s 

requirements. 



4.3.2.4  The Flangeway Clearances For Check Rails 

 

Figure 16 – Flangeway gap for check rails (page 106) 

The S&C Maintenance Gauge has three different measuring widths for this parameter: 

 38mm for high speed checks 

 41mm for vertical checks 

 44mm for inclined checks 

Therefore LU standard 1-159 aligns with these values. The only deviation is for BS113A FB Vertical 

Design with curves less than 200m the nominal flangeway gap increases to 44mm from 41mm for 

curves greater than 200mm. Maintainers must be clear that the difference exists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.4 NR4 Stepped Sidewear gauge 
 

4.4.1 Function 

 

 

Figure 17 – NR4 Sidewear Gauge 

The NR4 Stepped Sidewear gauge is used to measure sidewear by Network Rail for both plain line 

and for the 053 inspection.  It has two templates for measurement which allows the gauge to be 

used on the differing rail sections currently used on Network Rail infrastructure.  One side is for 

measuring normal flat bottom and bull head rail sections which have the standard 70mm head width 

and the other side (which has the 2 addition holes drilled in), is used for measuring 

UIC60/CEN60/60E1 which has a 72mm head width (the 2 drilled holes are simply there to remind the 

user which part of the gauge to use for the differing rail sections). 

The step gauge is stepped at 0.5mm per level, where 18 would be new rail with full head width.   

Table 2 shows how the step readings equate to actual lateral head loss. 

 

 

 

 

 



Step Gauge 
Reading 

Actual Lateral Head 
Loss(mm) 

18 0 

17 0.5 

16 1 

15 1.5 

14 2 

13 2.5 

12 3 

11 3.5 

10 4 

9 4.5 

8 5 

7 5.5 

6 6 

5 6.5 

4 7 

3 7.5 

2 8 

1 8.5 

0 9 
Table 2 – Calculated lateral head loss per step gauge. 

 

4.4.2 Suitability for LU 

This gauge shall be limited for use in 053 inspections for stock rail sidewear measurement as it does 

not measure the sidewear angle like the current trigger gauge does for plain line measurement. 

4.4.3 Use of the Gauge 

 

  
Figure 18 – NR4 gauge in use. 

 



 

The gauge is used to assess two of the five hazards that need to be assessed to reduce the risk of 

derailment at switches.  NR/L2/TRK/0053 outlines the limits of sidewear that apply to the inspection 

and give the mandated response required.  The standard gives the values as a step gauge reading 

rather than head loss to remove the confusion during the risk assessment. 

 

 

 

5 Human Factors and Training 
These gauges are used in conjunction with the NR standard NR/L2/TRK/0053, and form part of the 

053 inspector’s training. Once these gauges are accepted on the Approved Products Register (APR), 

in order to use them staff must be either: 

1) Trained to 053 standards so they are competent to use the gauges and understand their 

limitations of use, or; 

2) Be trained by a competent authority on how to use the gauges correctly and understand 

their limitations of use.   



They must not be used by staff not trained to use them. 

6 Roll Out and Conclusion  
This document does not propose the adoption of NR track measurement standards over LU 

standards, just to use the NR standards to supplement the LU standards and allow LU to make use to 

standard NR repair processes. 

It is recommended to approve the gauges, subject to the following general and specific conditions. 

 Staff must gain the correct accreditation to use the gauges, either through the 053 training, 

or via LU trainers. 

 Switch Wear Gauge shall only be used for chamfered and undercut switches. 

 Switch Wear Gauge shall be limited to areas where the negative conductor rail or negative 

splays will not inhibit its performance. 

 Switch Wear Gauge shall be used with a metric stepped gauge where hogging is present.  

 S&C Maintenance Gauge 

o Used to measure minimum flangeway gap for FB only 

o Not to be used for maximum and minimum switch openings and the maximum wear 

on check rails 

o Staff to understand when the flangeway clearances for check rails are applicable. 

 Note, that a review of the LU wheel wear go/no-go gauge will take place and it may be made 

obsolete and permanently replaced by the Network Rail S&C Maintenance Gauge and Switch 

Radius Gauge. If a decision is taken to adopt the NR gauges, and replace the LU wheel wear 

gauge, a planned approach must be taken to instruct PM4 inspectors how to use the new 

gauges. 

The following actions will need to be taken following a successful application to the APR.  

 Track training managers must be informed that the gauges are approved, via technical 

bulletin. 

 The appropriate staff shall be issued with a technical bulletin stating that these gauges are 

now in use. The technical bulletin shall state who is authorised to use them. 

 Following acceptance of switch wear gauge, and should the business case be viable, the 

manufacturer should be approached to develop a version compatible with the negative 

conductor rail. 
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Figure 19 – S&C Maintenance Gauge 



 

Figure 20



 

Figure 21 


